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Allegri

Our capabilities extend far beyond what you see in
our catalog. Along with our many crystal options,
Allegri products can be special ordered in an
extensive array of finishes including two-tone
silver, eight-step hand-painted patinas, and 24k
http:
gold plating. We can even help design and
//allegricrystal.
customize most anything in your dreams.
com/

Arroyo Craftsman

Finest Quality Arts & Crafts Inspired Outdoor
Lighting. Our products are made of copper and we https:
have 10 Finishes and over a dozen glass options
//arroyocraftsma
available on our products.
n.com/

Bulbrite

Full scale lamp manufacturer with quality as the
centerpiece of their focus. Bulbrite has every
known lamp size / socket size available for any
size project.

Capital Lighting
Fixtures

Artfully crafted with everyday elegance.
Thoughtful design and attention to detail are at the
heart of every product Capital produces. Whether
you are a maximalist, a minimalist, or somewhere
in between, Capital strives to make lights which
https://www.
create joy, invite imagination and bring out the
capitallightingfix
personality of your space.
ture.com/

Casablanca Fans

Casablanca is one of the few ceiling fan
companies with an in-house Research &
Development Department—which means we
work collaboratively with Casablanca
engineers and technicians to bring ideas to life
in the test lab.

website

https://bulbrite.
com/

https://www.
hunterfan.
com/pages/Cas
ablanca

Eglo

Globlal (affordable) contemporary lighting
company and is a true vertically integrated
manufacturer with thousands of employees
worldwide.

https://www.
eglo.com/us/

ELK Home

Elk is well known for their extensive selection of
beautiful well made portables. They also have a
wide selection of mirrors, many with finishes that
work well with the finishes used on their
Chandeliers

https://www.
elkgroupinternat
ional.com/elkhome

Eurofase Lighting

For over 30 years, Eurofase has been a premier
lighting manufacturer and custom design
company. Specializing in innovative, elegant, and
functional lighting fixtures which will accent or
define your desired room ambience. Eurofase is
continually sourcing the world for inspirational
https://www.
trends and manufacturing materials
eurofase.com/
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Focal Point

Description
Ceiling medallions add a touch of elegance to any
ceiling-mounted light or fan. At Focal Point
Products, we believe that DIYers of any skill level
has the opportunity to install lighting accents with
professional results - it just takes a simple twist to
installation! Focal Point's patented Quick Clips™
medallion installation system locks medallions into
place with ease. As a result, you can transform
your fixtures at a fraction of the price of
professional services.

Framburg

Framburg is one of the most integrated
lighting manufacturers in the world. The
capabilities that we have refined for over a
century in design, metalworking, and finishing
allow us to offer modifications to many of the https:
//framburg.com/
products in our line.

Vendor Name

website

https://www.
focalpointprodu
cts.com/

House of Troy

The lighting company became known for its
commercial and residential high-quality lighting
fixtures. It also grew its lines of mailboxes, signs
and accessories.
We are often asked for custom versions of
existing products, especially picture lights.
Picture Lights are easily adapted to lighting
book cases and display areas. We have
developed hardware to mount through any
hard surface. These products are designed as
cord and plug items and will require a
receptacle behind the soffit. Call our
Customer Service department at 800-4285367 for assistance in designing your direct
mount product.

Hunter Fans

Hunter looks beyond the latest interior design
trends to find something fresh and exciting.
Classic looks can always be switched up for a
modern flair. Hunter ceiling fans are designed to
be as dependable as they are whisper quiet, with
testing that far exceeds any of their competitors.

https://www.
hunterfan.com/

Justice Design Group

From a contemporary bathroom light atop an
elegant mirror to a dramatic sconce illuminating a
formal entryway, Justice Design Group designs
and produces clean-lined, distinctive lighting for
residential, hospitality and commercial settings.
Create a mood, complement a theme, or simply
add the perfect accent with a Justice Design
decorative lighting fixture.

https://www.jdg.
com/

Kalco Lighting

Our dedication to Design, Service and Quality is
the foundation of our success, we are confident
that this presentation of hand-crafted and hand
finished fixtures and furnishings will continue the
tradition.

http://kalco.
com/

Hanover Lantern

http:
//hanoverlantern
.com/

https:
//houseoftroy.
com/

https://www.us.
kohler.
com/us/browse/
kitchen-kitchenaccessorieslighting/_/N-lfo5

Legrand

Ambient and task lighting will make your styling
space welcoming as well as functional. Think of
the goal of ambient or overall lighting as bringing
warmth to the space and eliminating dark areas.
The goal of task lighting, on the other hand, is to
giveDeliver
you a clear
view
completing
personal
We
Access
Towhen
Power,
Light & Data
To
groomingOf
tasks.
Millions
Spaces Around The World. 100+
Switches & Outlets. Home Automation. HandsFree Lighting. Residential & Commercial.
Sustainable Products. Patented Technology.
Types: Switches, Dimmers, Outlets, Wall Plates.

Litetronics

As a top commercial lighting company,
Litetronics creates long-lasting, great looking
and easy to install LED commercial lighting
solutions that will renew your space and
www.litetronics.
reduce your operating costs by up to 85%.
com

Kohler Lighting

http://www.
legrand.us
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website

Matthew's Fan
Company

Designer Fans by Matthews Fan Co® Most in
Stock, Free Shipping. YLighting The Best In
Modern Lighting. Made In America. Types:
Ceiling Fans, Wall Fans, Floor & Table Fans.

http://www.
matthewsfanco.
com/

Modern Forms starts every concept where the
future begins. Our all-LED luminaires and smart
fans seize upon the most cutting-edge technology
and design trends to illuminate and refresh your
home, workplace, hotel or restaurant for years. No
matter how big or small, each piece we create is
designed to simplify your life and to elevate your
everyday experience. We are pushing the limits of
what’s possible, and abandoning the adornments
http:
Modern Forms
and inefficiencies of the past for a more intelligent //modernforms.
Lighting & Smart Fans luxury, one that adapts to you and your needs.]
com/
Northeast Lantern exists to provide high quality
solid brass and copper lighting fixtures through our
highly skilled and dedicated employees, excellent
customer service and proficient manufacturing
process. Our lifetime guarantee and unique ability
to customize any of our fixtures ensure confidence
and satisfaction amongst our customers. Northeast
Lantern continually innovates and improves our
American made lighting fixtures to maintain a
https://www.
competitive edge in the industry and keep up with northeastlantern
Northeast Lantern
market demands.
.com/

Norwell

Residential | Commercial | Hospitality Lighting
Company offering a diversity of products ranging
from historic reproductions to clean, contemporary
designs to accommodate the diverse taste of the
discriminating consumer. Norwell continues the
tradition of providing beautifully designed fixtures https://www.
to the customer.
norwellinc.com/

Schonbek

Rooted in the American craftmanship tradition
since 1870, Schonbek makes timeless lighting with
an impact that lasts. Our designs spark
conversation and brings people together. They add https://www.
sould and character to every home.
schonbek.com/

Solara Lighting

From contemporary to traditional or Tuscan to
Asian-inspired, the inclusion of wrought iron
architectural accents throughout glass and iron
doors and lighting seems to blend and heighten
any architectural style. Solara Doors & Lighting’s
showcase of iron entrance doors & lighting is
extensive—encompassing accents, ornaments, iron
doors, and wrought iron lighting from the most
simple to the elaborately ornate. Our sales
representatives and artisans have earned a
reputation for having a few design tricks up their
sleeves and never fail to deliver when it comes to
choosing the perfect architectural iron décor for
your residential or commercial project. Explore
our wrought iron lighting showcase and our iron
entry doors .

WAC Lighting

WAC LIGHTING is a second generation familyowned and operated lighting company with a
reputation for quality spanning over 30 years. We
have a history of inventing and making technology
leveraged innovation widely available to the
market through unbelievably competitive pricing
and reputable distribution partnerships.
Headquartered in New York, we have factories in
New York, California, Georgia, and China to
support a fully vertically-integrated research,
design, engineering, electronics, fabrication,
http://www.
manufacturing, and testing operation worldwide.
waclighting.com/

https:
//solaracustomd
oorsandlighting.
com/
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WAC Lighting Landscape Lighting

WAC LANDSCAPE LIGHTING is an expansion
of our lighting technology brand to offer groundbreaking new patented solutions to the irrigation
and green industry that address problems currently http:
not addressed by other landscape lighting
//waclandscapelig
companies.
hting.com/

website
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